Purpose: To improve liver R Ã 2 mapping by incorporating adaptive neighborhood regularization into pixel-wise curve fitting. Methods: Magnetic resonance imaging R Ã 2 mapping remains challenging because of the serial images with low signal-to-noise ratio. In this study, we proposed to exploit the neighboring pixels as regularization terms and adaptively determine the regularization parameters according to the interpixel signal similarity. The proposed algorithm, called the pixel-wise curve fitting with adaptive neighborhood regularization (PCANR), was compared with the conventional nonlinear least squares (NLS) and nonlocal means filter-based NLS algorithms on simulated, phantom, and in vivo data. Results: Visually, the PCANR algorithm generates R Ã 2 maps with significantly reduced noise and well-preserved tiny structures. Quantitatively, the PCANR algorithm produces R 
INTRODUCTION
Chronic blood transfusions might induce excessive iron deposition in patients with transfusion-dependent anemia, such as thalassemia major and sickle cell disease. A timely and accurate iron chelation therapy is needed to maintain the body iron at safe levels, while minimizing the risks of toxicity from iron chelation (1) . Considering that excess iron tends to accumulate in the liver, hepatic iron concentration (HIC) is commonly used as a surrogate for the total body iron loading (2, 3) . Percutaneous liver biopsy is the current gold standard for the evaluation of HIC. However, liver biopsy is an invasive, painful, and expensive procedure with 1 to 4% risk of potentially serious complications (4, 5) . In addition, notable deviations might be incurred from the sampling errors caused by the sample size and heterogeneous distribution of hepatic iron (6) (7) (8) (9) . These limitations can be avoided by applying MRI-based iron quantification methods (10, 11) . The transverse relaxation time (T 2 ) and effective transverse relaxation time (T Ã 2 ) techniques have emerged as reliable alternatives, and the relationships between R 2 (1/T 2 ) or R Ã 2 (1/T Ã 2 ) and biopsied HIC have been well described (12, 13) .
The MRI R Ã 2 technique is becoming popular in clinical practice, partly because of the short imaging time. For the liver R Ã 2 measurement, a representative value is typically obtained to assess the liver iron loading. Compared with the R Ã 2 measurement based on the expectations of the measured signals within a region of interest (ROI), the R Ã 2 mapping by pixel-wise curve fitting has the advantage of depicting the spatial distribution of HIC (12) (13) (14) (15) , which might reveal physiologically relevant information. However, R Ã 2 mapping remains challenging as a result of the low signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) serial images, especially in scenarios of high HIC. Multichannel array coils are usually applied, and MRI data are reconstructed by root-sum-square operation to obtain high SNR serial images. In such scenarios, the noise is assumed to follow a noncentral chi distribution (16) . Several noise-corrected curve-fitting models were developed to address the noise issue (17, 18) . We have recently demonstrated that fitting the signal to its first and second moments in the presence of noncentral chi noise (M 1 NCM and M 2 NCM) are preferable for the ROI-based R Ã 2 estimation. The R Ã 2 map generated by pixel-wise curve fitting using the M 1 NCM model-based nonlinear least squares (NLS) algorithm is still noisy for severe ironoverloaded liver (19) .
Recently, a number of model-based reconstruction methods, which exploit neighborhood similarity with low-rank and/or sparsity constraints, have been proposed to enable accurate parameter mapping from k-space data (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) . With regard to R Ã 2 mapping, a neighborhood exploiting approach, which combines the nonlocal means (NLM) denoising filter (26) and the M 2 NCM model, was shown to effectively reduce the effect of noise on quantified parameter maps (27) . The preliminary results of combining the NLM filter and the M 1 NCM model were also presented in an early conference paper (28) . However, in such two-step approaches, the error induced in the prefiltering step might propagate to the following curve-fitting step.
To further improve the performance of noise suppression in R Ã 2 mapping, we proposed a novel method termed as pixel-wise curve fitting with adaptive neighborhood regularization (PCANR). In this algorithm, the neighboring pixels were exploited as regularization terms, and the regularization parameters were adaptively determined according to the interpixel signal similarity. Simulation, phantom, and in vivo experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. The results of the proposed method were compared with those using the conventional NLS and two-step NLM-NLS algorithms.
METHODS

R Ã
Quantification
By using the M 1 NCM model, R Ã 2 can be measured with high accuracy and precision, which is comparable to the best achievable precision defined by the Cramer-Rao lower bound (17, 18) . The M 1 NCM model was therefore adopted for the NLS curve fitting in this study. As shown in (18), the first moment (i.e., the expectation of measured signal S M ) in the presence of noncentral chi noise is formulated as
where s g is the standard deviation (SD) of Gaussian white noise in each channel and is estimated from the background area (18) ; N RC denotes the number of receiver coils; S is the monoexponential decay signal free of noise ðS ¼ S 0 Á exp Á ðÀTE Á R2 Ã Þ, where S 0 denotes the signal intensity at zero echo time (TE)); !! is the double factorial; and 1 F 1 is the confluent hypergeometric function. Given that the direct calculation of the confluent hypergeometric function is highly time consuming, the approximation by a rapid look-up table method was used for fast realization as previously described (19) .
Conventional NLS Algorithm
In the R Ã 2 mapping, the decay signals at each pixel were fitted to derive the corresponding R 
Nonlocal Means Filter-Based NLS Algorithm
As described in (27, 28) , the NLM-NLS algorithm filters the serial images using the NLM filter (26) and subsequently fits the filtered signals pixel-wisely using Equation [2] to obtain the R Ã 2 map. The serial images were separately filtered, and the filtered output at each target pixel was the weighted average of all of the pixels in the search window. The weight was adaptively calculated based on the Gaussian-weighted Euclidean distance between the neighborhood patches of the target pixel and its neighboring pixel; large weights were assigned to the pixels with similar neighboring patches. Given the filtered images, the R Ã 2 map can be obtained by the conventional NLS algorithm (Eq. [2] ).
Pixel-Wise Curve Fitting With Adaptive Neighborhood Regularization Algorithm
Pixels with similar decay signals can be assumed to have similar R Ã 2 values, and thus be simultaneously fitted to reduce the effect of noise. The PCANR algorithm was given by minimizing the following objective function:
where the first part is the fidelity term, and the second part is the regularization term. x j is the neighboring pixel in search window V i around target pixel x i , and the regularization parameter lðx i ; x j Þ was adaptively calculated as follows:
; 8 x j 2 V i and x j 6 ¼ x i ; [4] where parameter h controls the degree of smoothing. This parameter was related to the noise level and was determined by h ¼ bs g , where b is a tuning parameter. During implementation, lðx i ; x j Þ was normalized by its maximum. Every neighboring pixel x j 2 V i contributed to the R Ã 2 estimation for the target pixel x i . Its contribution was controlled by the regularization parameter lðx i ; x j Þ, which can be calculated based on the Euclidean distance (jj Á jj 2 in Eq. [4] ). The regularization parameter l ðx i ; x j Þ is large when the decay signals at pixel x j are similar to the decay signals at pixel x i , whereas this parameter is small when the decay signals at pixel x j are dissimilar to those at pixel x i . Figure 1 shows the regularization parameters for pixels in a search window centered at a representative parenchyma pixel and the corresponding decay signals. The target pixel was located in the parenchyma adjacent to vessels. Figure 1d shows that the parenchyma pixels in the search window are assigned with large regularization parameters, whereas the vessel pixels in the search window are assigned small regularization parameters. Figure  1e shows the decay signals at multiple TEs for all of the pixels in the search window. The pixels with large regularization parameters have decay signals similar to the target pixel.
Parameter Settings
The parameter settings (search window V i and smoothing parameter h) in the PCANR algorithm are of vital importance for the performance of R Ã 2 mapping. For a good trade-off between the computational load and R Ã 2 mapping performance, the search window V i was empirically set to 11 Â 11 for both the NLM-NLS and PCANR algorithms in this study. The influence of smoothing parameter h on R Ã 2 mapping was first evaluated by simulation, and an approximately optimal h value was then determined. A fixed smoothing parameter h of 2:0s g was used for the PCANR algorithm in the following simulation, phantom, and in vivo studies. With regard to the NLM-NLS algorithm, the optimal h that produced the minimum RMSE value was used in the simulation study, whereas a fixed h of 3:0s g was used in the phantom and in vivo studies.
Experimental Data
Simulations A mask delineating liver anatomy (Fig. 1a , including two compartments: parenchyma and blood vessels) and a nonuniform S 0 reference map (Fig. 1b) were derived from an in vivo liver data set through a semiautomatic parenchyma extraction method (31) . Both the mask with complicated structures and the nonuniform S 0 map were designed to mimic a realistic liver. In the simulations, the liver parenchyma R Ã 2 values ranged from 100 to 1000 s À1 with an increment of 100 s
À1
, and the vessels' R Ã 2 values were constantly set to 33 s À1 . Figure 1c shows an example of a R Ã 2 map with liver parenchyma R Ã 2 value of 500 s À1 . The noise-free image for each channel was generated by sampling the monoexponential decay model at the TEs that correspond to the actual settings for in vivo experiments (see subsequently). Noisy images were then synthesized by adding zero mean Gaussian complex noise with SD s g to the noise-free images from each channel and performing the root-sum-square operation of À1 for the parenchyma and 33 s À1 for blood vessels. d: For pixels in a search window with size of 11 Â 11 (red frame centered around a parenchyma pixel, which was marked by a green circle in (a)), regularization parameters are adaptively calculated according to Equation [4] in the PCANR algorithm. e: Discrete decay signals for pixels in the search window are plotted and marked by circles (by cross for the target pixel) with color according to their regularization parameters in (d).
all channels. The number of receiver coils N RC was set to 8, same as the in vivo study. Noisy images were simulated with SNRs of 15, 30, and 60 to evaluate the performance of R Ã 2 mapping under varying noise levels; and SNR was defined as maxðS 0 Þ=s g to avoid dependence on TE.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm with varying R Ã 2 values, a R Ã 2 map was synthesized using a Gaussian function with a SD of 24 pixels to model slowly varying iron overload levels (Supporting Fig. S1 ). The mean R Ã 2 value for the liver parenchyma was 800 6 160 s À1 , and the liver vessel R Ã 2 values were constantly set to 33 s À1 for simplicity. Simulations were then performed with SNRs of 15, 30, and 60 in the aforementioned way.
Phantom Data
A phantom was designed with eight agar-based vials, and each vial was filled with distilled water and different concentrations of iron (Ferumoxytol, AMAG Pharmaceuticals, Lexington, MA, USA), ranging from 0 to 441.18 mg/ml. All vials were submerged in a tap water bath and scanned using a 3-dimensional multi-echo spoiled gradient-echo pulse sequence on a 1.5T clinical MRI system (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA) with an eight-channel phased-array coil. The imaging parameters were set as follows: repetition time 
In Vivo Data
The data from four subjects (two females and two males, ages 22 6 8 years) with iron overload from normal to severe were retrospectively analyzed after the approval from our institutional review board and informed consent was obtained. The patients were performed on a 1.5T Sonata scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) using a six-channel anterior array coil combined with a two-channel spine array coil and 2-dimensional spoiled gradient-echo acquisition with fat saturation. Axial images were acquired with the follow- . All echoes were acquired in a single repetition time using monopolar readouts, and the multiple-echo images were acquired within a breath-hold of approximately 13 s.
Performance Evaluations
In the simulations, the estimated R Ã 2 and corresponding error maps were presented for visual inspection. The root mean square error (RMSE) was calculated as a quantitative criterion to quantify the accuracy of R Ã 2 mapping, and was defined as
where R2 Ã ðx i Þ and d R2 Ã ðx i Þ are the true and estimated R Ã 2 values at pixel x i , respectively, and M is the number of pixels in the selected ROI. The mean and SD of the estimated R Ã 2 values in the liver parenchyma (1325 pixels) in the simulation study and those for each vial (340 pixels) in the phantom study were calculated for the quantitative performance assessment. Extreme outliers, which have distance to the interquartile range exceeding three times the length of the interquartile range, were excluded from the calculation. Considering the unknown ground truth, only the visual inspection of the quality of R Ã 2 maps was implemented for the in vivo study. Figure 2 shows the influence of smoothing parameter h ¼ bs g in the NLM-NLS and PCANR algorithms on R Ã 2 mapping. For both NLM-NLS and PCANR algorithms, the R Ã 2 mapping RMSEs follow a convex pattern with increasing h from 0 to 7s g . The minimum RMSEs produced by the NLM-NLS and PCANR algorithms were substantially lower than that produced by the NLS algorithm for varying R Ã 2 values and noise levels. The PCANR algorithm consistently yields smaller minimum RMSEs than the NLM-NLS algorithm. In addition, the minimum RMSE of the PCANR algorithm is less sensitive to h compared with that of the NLM-NLS algorithm. The PCANR algorithm with h ¼ 2:0s g is shown to approximately produce minimum RMSE for different R (Fig.  3b) .
RESULTS
Simulations
The plots of R Figure 4 . As partly shown in Figure 2 , the RMSEs produced by the NLM-NLS and PCANR algorithms were substantially lower than that produced by the NLS algorithm. Compared with the NLM-NLS algorithm, the PCANR algorithm produced 46 to 84% lower RMSEs. (Fig. 4) . estimates to the reference values than both the NLS and NLM-NLS algorithms. With regard to precision, the PCANR algorithm produces the smallest SD for each combination of iron concentration and NEX.
In Vivo Study
Supporting Figure S3 and Figure 8 show the in vivo R (Fig. 8a) , and severe (Fig. 8b) iron overload. Similar to the results in the simulation study (Fig. 3) , the R extreme outliers exist in the severe iron-overloaded liver. The NLM-NLS algorithm led to blurring of tiny details (indicated by red arrows) and the presence of residual noise near the edge of liver parenchyma (indicated by black arrows). Compared with the NLS and NLM-NLS algorithms, the PCANR algorithm effectively suppresses the effect of noise on R Ã 2 mapping and clearly preserves the tiny details. In addition, the distributions of parenchyma R mapping by exploiting neighboring pixels to regularize the curve fitting for each target pixel. A distinct characteristic of the PCANR algorithm is that the regularization parameters are adaptively determined according to the interpixel signal similarity. Only those pixels with similar decay signals are assigned with large regularization parameters in the curve fitting for R Ã 2 mapping. The simulation, phantom, and in vivo results reveal that the PCANR algorithm can yield more accurate R Ã 2 maps than the NLS and NLM-NLS algorithms, especially for high R Ã 2 values under low SNR levels. The PCANR algorithm reduces the effect of noise on R Ã 2 mapping by simultaneously fitting all of the pixels similar to the target pixel, which is based on the assumption that the main difference among similar decay signals is caused by the noise. In this algorithm, all neighboring pixels contribute to the R Ã 2 quantification of each target pixel, and the pixels with larger regularization parameters contribute to the final R Ã 2 estimate. If the regularization parameters are set as zero for all neighboring pixels, the PCANR algorithm is reduced to the conventional NLS algorithm that independently fits each pixel. Note that the NLM-NLS algorithm also uses neighboring pixels to reduce the effect of noise on R Ã 2 mapping but in a two-step pattern: The serial images are first denoised, and pixel-wise curve fitting is then conducted for R Ã 2 mapping. However, this two-step pattern may induce the potential error propagation from the denoising step to the curve-fitting step. In addition, the later echo images usually contain less anatomical details and are likely oversmoothed by the NLM filter, which may affect the decay signal and result in a biased R Ã 2 estimation. Compared with the NLM-NLS algorithm, the PCANR algorithm incorporates noise suppression and curve fitting into a unified one-step regularization framework, and this probably explains why the PCANR algorithm achieves better performance in reducing noise-related quantification errors for R increased, especially for liver with severe iron overload. The blurring of tiny details in the NLM-NLS results (Fig.  8) is probably because this algorithm exploits spatial similarity as the weighting criterion for averaging, and it may assign large weights to pixels with dissimilar patches-especially when no patches can be identified truly similar to the central patch. In contrast, the PCANR algorithm exploits temporal signal similarity as the weighting criterion for averaging. The improved performance of PCANR over NLM-NLS demonstrates that the temporal signal similarity is more appropriate than the spatial similarity for the weighted average in R Ã 2 mapping.
The performance of both PCANR and NLM-NLS algorithms depends on the smoothing parameter, as shown in Figures 2 and 6a . The smoothing parameter h controls the decay of the regularization parameters as a function of the Euclidean distance between the signals. A high h leads to the oversmoothing in the R Ã 2 map, whereas a low h leads to the insufficient regularization from the neighboring pixels and results in a noisy R Ã 2 map. As a widely adopted approach (20, 21) , the smoothing parameter h ¼ bs g was assessed using RMSEs in the simulation study. The results (Figs. 2 and 6a ) reveal that the PCANR algorithm can consistently produce smaller minimum RMSEs at varying SNR levels, and is less sensitive to the smoothing parameter than the NLM-NLS algorithm. This is because the PCANR algorithm actually combines denoising and the NLS fitting using a unified objective function, and is thus more tolerable to denoising errors than the NLM-NLS algorithm. The PCANR algorithm with a fixed smoothing parameter h of 2:0s g outperforms the NLM-NLS algorithm with its optimal smoothing parameter settings.
The performance of both PCANR and NLM-NLS algorithms also depends on the size of the search window. Increasing the size of search window has the potential to improve the R Ã 2 mapping accuracy, but at the expense of increased computational burden. In this work, the search window of 11 Â 11 was experientially determined by balancing the accuracy and time cost. The computation time of the current implementation was 259 s on a 64-bit Windows 10 system with a 2.5-GHz Intel Core processor and 16 GB of random access memory. Further increasing of the window size did not significantly improve R Ã 2 mapping accuracy. Note that the code was programmed using MATLAB version 7.12.0 (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA), and the implementation can be further accelerated by Cþ þ programming and parallel computing, which is beyond the scope of this manuscript but warranted in a future study.
Simulation with fixed relaxation rate has the advantage of providing the reference R Ã 2 values for comparison, and is consistent with the phantom experiment. In practice, the iron concentration might vary across the liver. Thus, we also performed a simulation with a nonuniform R Ã 2 distribution by modeling the spatial distribution of R Ã 2 in the liver as a slowly varying Gaussian function. Simulation with a R Ã 2 distribution closer to the realistic situation or a more comprehensive phantom development is warranted in the future. The in vivo study is limited due to lack of reference standard for the algorithm evaluation. Although multiple averages can be used to improve the imaging, the substantially increased scanning time will increase the susceptibility to respiration motion. Future studies should make a concerted effort between scientists and clinicians to validate the development on large patient cohorts and to explore its clinical usefulness.
CONCLUSIONS
Liver R Ã 2 mapping by conventional pixel-wise curve fitting is usually degraded by the noise, especially in the presence of severe iron overload. The PCANR algorithm can reduce the effect of noise on R Ã 2 mapping with improved accuracy, and will benefit the assessment of hepatic iron and its distribution. Finally, the PCANR algorithm can be extended to the quantitative mappings of other MR parameters, such as T 1 , T 2 , and diffusion coefficients.
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